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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which description of the main purpose of the LDP targeted
Session is true?
A. To establish an adjancency before exchanging network
information to avoid keepalive messages being dropped during
heay network traffic event

B. To provide the means for LSR to request and release label
prefix binding information to peers routers
C. To improve the label convergence time for directly connected
LSRs by maintaining the session up when the link between LSRs
by maintaining the session up when the link between LSRs down
D. To prevent traffic from being black-holed by building a MPLS
forwarding table depending on the IP routing protocol in use
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer is configuring user roles in the portal. Which two
responsibilities are matched with the Cloud Provider-Technical
role? (Choose two.)
A. sets up cloud infrastructure
B. ensures that administrators are assigned to be able to
manage tenants
C. requests new servers from the tenant catalog
D. integrates cloud management products to match the client
cloud infrastructure design
E. assumes financial responsibility of the cloud
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
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